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Students Go South For Reading Week
The great day has finally ar-
Tived! The men move into South
Hall — at least some do. A wing
of South Hall, the new men's
residence SHOULD be occu-
pied by forty-eight residents and
dons by Friday, February 11.
Thus, for the men at least, the
pressure of three in a room will
be ended. After Reading Week,
B wing will be completed and
the final move will take place.
An official opening of South
Hall will be held at that time.
Mr. Fred Nichols remarked
in an interview that several
changes in design have been
made. Perhaps the most import-
ant is the alleviation of noise.
The floors are basically con-
crete superimposed with a layer
of plywood slats and a layer of
rubber matting. This has been
found to be most effective in
deadening noise — this plusgood discipline should be most
effective in combatting the
noise problem. As well, lighting
has been improved.
There are lounges on each
floor, that is, each floor of each
wing has a lounge and kitchenet-
te — a similar arrangement al.ready exists in Women's Res-
idence.
The "residence government"
has 3,'so changed slightly The
head resident of South Hall is
Mr. Paul Dudgeon. The Dons
will be Gary Calvert. Don Lewis,
Barry Johnson, Larry Hawick,
Paul Perry, and' Don Wilson.
So to the new residents of
South Hall — enjoy your stay,
short as it may be!
This is South Hall nearing its complet-
ion. The boys will finally be moving
into the new building within the next
few weeks.
Phoebe Is Are
Unwed Mother
A new, and rather different
film will be shown on Wednes-
day February 23 at K:3t a.m.
The film deals with thi story
of an unwed mother. Unlike the
usual Film Board docui lentar-
ies Phoebe offers no solu.lon It
examines the emotions )f the
girl herself, from the tine she
discovers that she is p, egnant
until she has to tell her /arents
and boyfriend. At this point the
movie ends and a discussion fol-
lows, with people from tlie psy-
chology, sociology and social
work departments on cat.»pus.
Unfortunately: the p.-ogram
occurs during Reading Week,
and a great majority or WUC
students will not be he>*e. but
anyone who stays will tv d it a
worthwhile program.
Little's Dream May Become Big Reality
Negroes, Draft
And Vietnam
One Place Where Non-whites Get
More Than Their Share: The
Draft for Vietnam
•—reprinted from the McGill
Daily
The New York Times has
scooped us. For some time we
have noticed what seemed an
unusually large number of Negro
soldiers* in pictures from the
Vietnamese battlefields and in
the obituary page notices of sol-
diers killed in the war. Our in-
quiries at the Pentagon produced
only a run-around. All we could
get were overall figures. One
was that Negroes were about
8% of the fighting men in Viet-
nam; no breakdown could be
obtained as between the Navy
and the Air Force, which pre-
fer whites, and the Army, which
depends on the draft. Similarly,
on the ratio of Negro casualties
we could get only an over-ail
figure of 7%. "If it is true," we
asked one press officer, "that
most Negroes serve in the Army,
where casualties are higher, how
is it that the percentage of
Negro casualties is less than the
average of Negroes in the armed
services?" "I don't know," was
the huffy reply, "and frankly
I'm not interested."
We seemed to have reached
a dead end. Then on January
3 the New York Times came up
with a basic figure. It revealed
that in the 12 months ended last
June, 16.3% of the men drafted
into the Army were non-white,
though the percentage of non-
whites in the general popula-
tion1 is only 11%. The figures
were elicited in an interview
which seemed designed to give
publicity to the fact that the
Pentagon now has an Assistant
Secretary of Defence for Civil
Rights and Industrial Relations,
Jack Moscowitz. The reason non-
whites are drafted more than
whites is that more white boys
have the money to qualify for
deferment by staying on in grad-
uate schools. The story did not
provide casualty figures, but it
did disclose that only 2.5% of
the Negroes in the Army, 1.5%
in the Air Force and 0.3% in
the Navy were officers.
To a large part of the world
the Vietnamese war is the last
attempt of a white nation to
maintain a dominant role in
East Asia, the last stand of
white colonialism. The essence
of colonialism is the humiliation
of a non-white people so that
its labour power can be utilized
cheaply by a dominant white
people. That also describes the
position in our society of most
non-whites, whether Negroes,
Mexicans, Puerto Ricans or Am-
erican Indians. Non-whites gen-
erally get less pay and less em-
ployment. They get more only
of the dirty work of our society,
and it now appears that they
are also getting more than their
proportionate share of the sac-
rifices in the Vietnamese war.
Notice
To the Students of Waterlog
University College on Sunday,
Feb. 13 at 2:00 p.m. at the Sum
beam Home there will be a briet
ceremony to open the newy Kit-
chen which has been furnished
by the money from Shinerama.
Mr. Vos has asked me to extend
to all students his heartfelt
thanks for helping to raise the
money and he would be very
happy to have you visit the
home to see what improvements
the money has enabled him to
make. My thanks go with his to
you all, for the most successful
Shinerama ever!
Molly D. Harris
Chairman of Shinerama
1965.
YIKES
You won't believe it!.
The newest fad on the WUC
campus is library fines. The
largest maount to date is $21.20
incurred by Mike Short for
keeping five books overdue for
a total of forty-two days In view
of the rather large fine, the Lib-
rary kindly consented to reduce
the fine to sixteen dollars.
Would anyone like to make it
an even twenty-two dollars?
After much deliberation and
procrastination the new Student
Union Building is becoming
more .tban just-, an idea in the
head of the SUBOG chairman,
Steve Little, and Mr. Fred Nich-
ols, Director of Student Activi-
ties and Residences.
Mr. Little and Mr. Nichols
have beeo very busy in showing
students as well as administra-
tion the need for a larger, more
comprehensive Student Union
Building. There is a long and
varied list of the planned and
proposed facilities to be avail-
able. There will be a lounge, a
conference and board room,
specific meeting rooms for spec-
ific clubs and some type of food
service. The recreational set-up
will be second to none: bowling
lanes, pool tables, card rooms
possibly swimming pool, a 400 -
500 permanent seat auditorium
where regular films will be
shown, dark rooms for students
and publication staff and arts
and crafts areas. There will, of
course, be student administra-
tion offices and offices for a
permanent non-student adminis-
trative staff.
There are, naturally, a few
facts to be faced about this
proposed building. One of these
facts is that each year the stu-
dents have been paying off some
of the mortgage on the present
SUB. But we do not have any
equity in this building. The stu- y
dent funds have in effect been I
"renting" this building from the |
Administration.. Mr. Little says I
this is, in his opinion, an ad- |
vantage because the Adminis- |
tration will take over this SUB 1
and pay the mortgage (from its |
own funds). Another fact to 1
consider is the cost of a new |
SUB and where the necessary §
money will come from. Obvious-
ly from the plans and ideas al- |
ready mentioned there will be 1
considerable cost involved. The |
easiest and really the most pain- |
less method of raising some of §
this money would be an increase |
in Student Activity fee from $10 |
to $25. This would raise assum- |
ing a student population of 1
2400, approximately $60,000: In |
two years this would give the |
SUBOG enough money for a |
down payment on a $300 thou- |
sand building. Or in three years £
we could have a SUB valued at |
about a half a million dollars.- |
There is a need for this new, |
building; not only by students |
but by the Administration who 1
will be able to use it in con- |
junction with the dining hall as |
the campus grows. It rests with |
Mr. Little and Mr. Nichols, the |
Administration and most im- 1
portant — you — the students. |
If you want the new SUB then |
you should be willing to help |
pay for it.
Choreographer Ruth Hodgkison helps the girls through a P & G practice
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A HISTORY OF P & G: 1949-1966
by Dave Gray and Bill Casselman
Preparations for next week's
show began more than six
months ago. Since then the tal-
ents, enthusiasm, and energy of
more than one hundred students
have been solicited and chan-
nelled into the production of"
"Gypsy". Students attending
WLU today tend to take the
annual production of Purple and
Gold for granted; little thought
is given to the history of trials
and tribulations which preceded
next week's performance.
Since, what seems to be the
beginning of time, students have
presented shows at WUC. "Sen-
ior Varieties of '48" was termed
a success by the reviewer for
the College Cord, the student-
magazine of the time. From this
show, the nucleus for the first
P. & G. was drawn. It opened
to a receptive audience in April
of 1949.
Two of the present faculty
members appeared in that his-
toric production but neither re-
members much about it now.
The Cord mentions that Fred
Little, a senior, helped the first
director "out of a casting jam
by becoming an acting gem".
With only three days of rehears-
als, Fred stepped in and did
such a credible job that he
earned the kudos of the critics.
Unlike many college thespians,
Mr. Little did not pine for the
"Great White Way" but went
on to take five degrees and re-
turn to Waterloo as Professor
of Philosophy.
In 1950, this initial triumph
was followed by a second show
staged at St. Jerome's College
Auditorium. A review cryptic-
ally summarized the show as
being a "good success", such a
success that the college admin-
istration refused to allow a
P& G to be produced the fol-
lowing year!
Immediately, a howling hue
and cry arose from the student
body. Assorted appeals were
made in an effort to persuade
the "Powers That Be" to per-
mit a show. They screamed that
a student show brings necessary
publicity to the university, that
it acts as a liaison between the
university and the public, that
it instills responsibility and in-
itiative in the students, and that
it draws out the creative ability
of the student body and thus
leads to the development of the
"whole" man.
Writing in the November 1951
edition of the College Cord,
Grayee Black, a student of the
day, recognized the need for
establishing traditions such as
P. & G. in a young institution
and said so in an eloquently
stirring fashion.
Such vociferous appeals did
not go unheeded by the admin-
istration. In the following year,
they relented and permitted (in
fact encouraged) a student show.
Unfortunately students seem to
have employed all their energy
in demanding one and when the
time came to start organizing
it, they were just too pooped
to do anything. Consequently, our
budding theatrical institution re-
mained dormant for three years.
Small P. & G.s were present-
ed in the years 1953-54 and 1954-
-55. However it wasn't until the
1955-56 year that P. & G. show-
ed signs of coming into its own.
On November 29, 1955 the cur-
tain went up on the stage of
Kitchener Collegiate Institute
signalling the opening of Jerome
Kern's immortal "Showboat".
For three nights it played to
such packed houses that the
ticket manager supposedly used
a shoehorn to cram patrons into
every nook and cranny.
The star of "Showboat" was
Bill Cole who has been the only
member of P & G to go on to
national fame in Canada's en-
tertainment industry. Last spring
Bill was one of the stars of Can-
ada's springtime theatrical tra-
dition, "Spring Thaw". Habit:
ual patrons of P & G consider
that Bill's perforamnce in "Show-
boat" was the greatest given in
any of our college shows.
P & G played the XCI Audi-
torium for two more years. A
reviewer of the 1957 production
of "T.V. Game" mentioned that
after "fifteen minutes of rest-
lessness as the hired orchestra
struggled through the overture"
the show settled down to become
another success.
Nineteen fifty-eight saw the
presentation of what was prob-
ably the most catastrophic show.
P & G moved to Seagram Gym-
nasium. The staging of "Don't
Miss the Boat" was traumatic.
The acoustics were terrible. A
stage had to be built at one end
of the gymnasium. Lack of re-
hearsals did little to make up
for other deficiencies in the
show.
(Continued on page 8)
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THE GREATEST COLLECTION OF
FOLK ARTISTS UNDER ONE ROOF
ORILLIA FOLK FESTIVAL
FEB. 18- 19
COME AND HEAR IN PERSON
Phil Ochs Oscar Brand
Bonnie Dobson Alan Ward Trio
Guy Carawan Jjm & 4Jean» f>t ii Casey AndersonLen Chandler T , D , . ,Judy Roderick
Allan Mcßae Michael Sherman •Len Udo Jim Kweskin and
Chamber Brothers His Jug Band
TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM
i david McMillan; 428 BARRIE PLACE
WATERLOO, ONTARIO
Tel: 576-0874
Fri. $3.50 Sat. $4.00 Combination $6.25
Motel Accommodation In Orillia and District
For 2500, Write or Call Dilido Motel, 65 Col-
borne St. E., Orillia,
Tel: 325-1388
Accommodation For Approx. 1,000 In
Orillia Hr,mes, Contact:
ORILLIA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
ORILLIA, ONTARIO 326-4424
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McMASTER UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE TEACHING FELLOWSHIPS
The University offers Graduate*Teaching Fellowships to support graduate students
working towards a Master's Degree in Biochemistry, Biophysics, Civil Engineering,
Classics, Economics, German, Greek, Latin, Mechanical Engineering, Metallurgical
Engineering, Philosophy, Politics, Romance Languages, Russian, Sociology and Social
Anthropology; and for a Master's or Doctor of Philosophy Degree in Biology, Chemical
Engineering, Chemical Physics, Chemistry, Electrical Engineering, English, Geochemistry,
Geography, Geology, History, Mathematics, Metallurgy, Molecular Biology, Physics,
Psychology and the Religious Sciences.
The Fellowships vary in value but in all cases the stipends provide adequate sup-
port for a full year's study. Most awards are renewable for subsequent years. Holders
of Fellowships will devote approximately one-fifth of their time to instructional duties.
Travel advances are available to assist students who are coming to the University
from distant points. , .
Further information and application forms may be obtained from:
of Graduate Studies, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
Province of Ontario Graduate Fellowships Program
Application For Awards 1966-67
The Province sponsors a Graduate Fellowship Program
to assist graduate students who plan to enter the profession
of university teaching to those satisfying the following re-
quirements:
—An Honours Bachelor of Arts degree or equivalent with
at least second-class honour standing.
—Admission to or continuation in a full-time graduate pro-
gram at an Ontario university leading to the Master of
Philosophy or Doctor of Philosophy degrees in the human-
ities and social sciences or the pure sciences and mathe-
matics.
In 1966-67, up to 1,500 Fellowships will be offered in
the humanities and social sciences and up to 500 in the
pure sciences and mathematics. The value of a Fellowship
awarded for the winter session is a maximum of $1,500,
and. Fellows may receive an amount not exceeding $500
for study during the full summer session preceding or fol-
lowing the academic year in which a Fellowship is enjoyed.
A brochure describing the Program and application
'forms are available at the office of the graduate school of
each Ontario university.
APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE IN-
STITUTION BY 15th FEBRUARY, 1966.
GRADUATION RINGS!
10 X Gold - Antiqued- Beautifully Designed- Smooth Purple Stone
Ladies' As Well As Men's
now available
BOOK STORE - EXCLUSIVE AGENT
WATERLOO
Tonight & Sat. Night
2 of Ingar Bergman's
SHOCKERS
"The Silence" &
"All These Women"
Special Sat. & Sun.
Matinees Start 1:30
"Micclintock" &
"Road To
Hong Kong"
ONE WEEK
Starts Feb. 13th
One Of The Year's
10 Best!
"Repulsion"
A story of a young
girl's hidden fears and
desires.
Also See
MY FAIR LADY
Now At The Lyric
psychiatrist's guide to
SEX ON THE CAMPUS
Reprinted from the
New York Post
The Group for the Advance-
ment of Psychiatry, an independ-
ent student organization, releas-
ed a book, "Sex and the College
Student," a study of current at-
titudes and values in the light
of present-day knowledge about
psycho-sexual -development. The
130-page book, produced by the
Mental Health Materials Centre,
Inc., can be purchased for $1.50
from the Publications Office,
Group for the Advancement of
Psychiatry, 104 E. 25th St., New
York, N.Y. 10010. The following
is a condensation of the book's
"guidelines for college policy
toward sexuality."
Privacy. The capacity for dis-
creting constitutes an element of
mature judgment. The student's
privacy requires respect; sexual
activity privately practiced with
appropriate attention to the
sensitivities of other people
should not be the direct
concern of the administ rat-
ion. Sexual activity that is not
private is likely to be disturbing
to others, and a student's fail-
ure to insure the privacy of his
sexual life places it outside the
private domain and in the realm
of public concern. In a dormit-
ory situation, regulations are
necessary to maintain order and
to control behavior that imping-
es upon the freedom and
privacy of other students. Ideal-
ly, the regulations will encourage
informal contacts but mainly
some measure of available ex-
ternal control so that students
wilt feel neither burdened nor
frightened by their freedom.
* * *
College Rules. A sound struct-
ure will attempt to take into
account the student who needs
or seeks shelter as well as the
more mature student whose
development will require some
elbow room for experimentation.
Although this kind of structure
is not simple to devise, it will
benefit a range of students
whose developmental needs
vary. The student who finds
rules -useful as a protection or
a limit will have some accept-
able backing and the student
who feels less need for rules will
have avenues open to establish
greater independence.
Many colleges employ a grad-
ient of rules throughout the
college experience that shifts
to the student more and more
responsibility for his own be-
havior and supports his expect-
ations of himself as growing
toward more autonomy. The
developmental position of the
18-year-old freshman in transit-
ion from home to college is quite
different from the position of
the 21-year-old senior in transit-
ion from college to a wider
world of experience, self-deter-
mined choices, and self-reliance.
Explicit Statements: In the
process of formulating policy it
may be helpful for college of-
ficials to distinguish between
rules that are designed to
prevent sexual activity and rules
that might make sexual activity
possible while not intended as
prescribing it. Further, it is
desirable for the college to make
explicit its attitude toward sex
on the campus. The absence of
direct confrontation on the sex
issue invites students to dis-
regard, interpret, misinterpret,
and make what they will of
campus regulations. Students
may attempt to place responsib-
ility for their own behavior in
the hands of the administration
by reading into regulations a
confirmation or denial of their
"right to sexual freedom."
In other words, if visiting in
rooms is allowed and therefore
makes sexual intercourse possib-
le, students may interpret this
to imply administrative approval.
In the final analysis, the college
cannot control the sexual be-
havior of students but college
officials can be clear and
explicit about their own and the
college's expectations of accept-
able behavior on the campus.
For example, if the institution
disapproves of sexual inter-
course in the dormitories and is
not prepared to tolerate self-
regulation of sexual behavior
by students, it should be pre-
pared to state explicitly that the
college does not consider the
dormitories an appropriate place
for intercourse, that any student
who had thought otherwise were
mistaken, and that such activ-
ity will not be condoned.
It is not realistic for students
to expect the administration
necessarily to approve of their
own private behavior. On the
other hand, students would
benefit in their attempt to make
responsible choices on their
own if the college were to make
its own position clear.
The role of the Psychiatrist.
The specialized knowledge of
the psychiatrist may be useful
in developing policy and in as-
sessing individual disciplinary
cases. The psychiatrist's judge-
ment is valuable in identifying
those elements of severe emot-
ional disorder that place a case
beyond normal disciplinary
considerations. In general, those
situations that invite psychia-
tric consultation are major in-
fractions, a pattern of repeated
infractions, or infractions invol-
ving bizarre behavior.
The student who becomes in-
volved in bizarre behavior or
repeated sexual trangressions
may suffer from an underlying
emotional disorder indicating
referral for psychiatric treat-
ment. Disturbed behavior is
frequently a way of communicat-
ing to others that a problem
exists. Psychiatric referral should
not, however, be limited to
students exhibiting extremes of
behavior; psychiatric consultat-
ion should also be available to
students who encounter temp-
orary difficulties as a part of
normal development.
The psychiatrist's unique re-
lationship with students puts
him directly in touch with under-
lying emotional currents on the
campus. While respecting the
inviolability of individual con-
fidence, he can often make a
contribution to administrative
discussion about policies affect-
ing the institution as a whole.
* * t
Enforcement. On any campus
everyone knows that some rules
are broken without detection,
but general observance of rules
is more likely to occur when
infractions are handled with
respect for individual differenc-
es within the framework of
explicit principles. Specific dis-
ciplinary actions are more likely
to evoke a thoughtful, consider-
ed response from other students
If they have confidence that
college authorities will attempt
to make fair and intelligent
judgment.
For many individuals, partic-
ularly those going through
phases of sexual experimentat-
ion, the experience of a con-
frontation with one's own be-
havior by a person in authority
will act as a deterrent and may
have an educational effect. Get-
ting caught sometimes has a
salutary effect of enabling the
individual to recognize the
meaning and consequences of
what he has done, and there-
fore serves as a step toward
recognizing and assuming res-
ponsibility for his own behavior.
* * *
Heterosexual Behavior. A cert-
ain amount of freedom in the
area of student social and sexual
interaction with the opposite sex
is now taken for granted within
limits of personal integrity and
public decency. We believe it is
in keeping with educational
goals to stress the responsibility
of the student in these matters.
At the same time, we believe
that changing sexual mores and
new social realities requires the
college to be explicit about its
views toward sexual conduct on
the campus.
* * •
Contraception. Most campus
health services make available
to students information and
medication for various physical
conditions. The provision of
contraceptive information or
materials, however is not usual-
ly considered to be within the
scope of the university health
service.
The broad, over-the-counter
availability of contraceptive pills,
diaphragms, condoms, and foams
indicates the need for a re-
examination of this position and
suggests possible modification
to the extent that information be
made available through the
health service. To those who
might advocate dispensing con-
traceptive materials, we would
say that this cannot be done
routinely or casually. Prescript-
ion of contraceptive devices re-
quires as much judgment as
does any other medical decision.
It should again be noted that
many students will interpret the
dispensation of contraceptive
devices as sanction for their use.
We believe, however, that sil-
ence is not the only alternative
to dispensing diaphragms and
pills. Providing contraceptive
information in the college sett-
ing seems to us tenable and ap-
propriate, either on an individ-
ual basis in response to requests
or in the context of sex educa-
tion.
* * *Pregnancy. Out - of - wedlock
pregnancy is the most serious
consequence of pre-marital sex-
ual relations; it is also one for
which there often is no satis-
factory resolution, especially
among college students.
When pregnancy becomes ap-
parent, the college official is
concerned with the problems
confronting the student herself
and the problems that he be-
lieves her pregnancy will create
in the college community. On a
small, isolated campus, the pre-
sence of an unmarried, visibly
pregnant girl may cause so
much disturbance that it be-
comes difficult for her to re-
main on campus. On the other
hand, in a large urban univer-
sity a pregnancy may occasion
little notice. The decision whet-
her to continue at college while
pregnant (whether the student
is married or unmarried) is an
important one, and psychiatric
consultation may assist in sa-
sessing the problem. Many il-
legitimate pregnancies are sym-.
ptomatic of emotional difficult-
ies; since almost all of the pos-
sible outcomes may cause emo-
tional upheaval, referral to the
psyciatrist is in order.
* * »
Abortion. Abortion is a solu-
tion to out-of-wedlock pregnan-
cy frequently sought by college
students. They may view abor-
tion as a realistic resolution of
the situation or they may make
the mistake, also common among
their elders, of assuming that
abortion erases the experience
of having been pregnant. Abor-
tion is illegal in the absence of
grave medical risk to the moth-
er's life or health, and colleges
are not, therefore, in a position
tt recommend, aid, or abet this
procedure.
The college can, however, pro-
vide substantial help through a
counselling program that makes
possible discussion of the con-
cious and unconscious aspects of
the problem. Realistic councill-
ing may assist the student to
clarify her choice; it may also
enable her to adopt a course
that initially had seemed im-
possible (such as telling her
parents) and thus pave the way
to a more satisfactory resolu-
tion.
* * *
Homosexual Behavior and De-
viations: Private homosexual,
like heterosexual, behavior need
not become the direct concern
of the administration. Indiscre-
tion, however, places behavior
beyond the domain of individual
privacy. If a student initiates
discussion of homosexual acti-
vity with a college official, the
matter calls for counseling rath-
er than discipline: the fact of
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ORR AUTOMOBILES LTD. I DRESSLER'S
For your transportation needs MilCi/1
USED AND NEW CARS WIUiK
Chevrolet - Oldsmobile - Cadillac CENTRE150 Weber St. South SH 5-6815 INSTRUMENTS
* * * * ACCESSORIES
FOR YOUR IMPERIAL OIL NEEDS sheet music
(Imperial Service) ■ (White Rose RECORDS
I Products) 162 KING E., KITCHENER
Corner of Weber & ( '
Union » At Corner Weber and 742-4842
I Harwood ™T*
LEISURE LODGE wwiom ont
DANCING EVERY FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY EVENING
To JOHN KOSTIGAN And
His 12 Piece Band
ALSO
HOT BUFFET SERVED EACH EVENING
FOR RESERVATIONS 653-5735
Gene's
Hair Styling
for Men
556 King St. E. - Kitchener - Phone SH 5-9711
w
The Longhorn Restaurant
(WATERLOO SQUARE)
Known For Delicious
Food and Prompt Service
WELCOMES STUDENTS
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
WITH STUDENT MEAL CARDS
PHONE 744-4782
The CORD WEEKLY
The Cord Weekly is published once a week by the Student Board of
Publications. Waterloo University College, Waterloo, Ontario. Auth-
orized as Second Class Mail by the Post Office Department, Ottawa,
and for the payment of postage in cash. Editorial opinions express-
ed are independent of Student Council and the Administration.
Office: Student Union Bldg. Phone: 744-5923
Member of Canadian University Press
Editor — Dave Golem
Managing Editor — Bryan Dare
Publications Chairman — Merv Boyce
Business Manager — Doug Gerrard
Advertising Manager — Don Eley
THIS WAS THE CORD THAT WAS
THE COLLEGE CORD Thursday September 23, 1926
With an enrolment nearly doubling that of last year, the College
School has begun what promises to be the biggest year in its his-tory. When all students arrive the total should reach above fifty.
The greater part of these have come into residence in the buildingand the dormitories are taxed to capacity.
EDITORIAL: OUR NAME
What does "College Cord" mean? Is the name only a fantastical
■whim of the editorial staif? Only an attractive alliteration? Perhaps,
but also a great deal more than that. "College Cord" has a very realmeaning bound up in a vital way with Waterloo College, and those
who are interested in her. By means of a "Cord" we draw; and by
means of the "College Cord" we must draw the interest of men and
women to our school, draw students within her walls; draw students
and faculty into closer sympathy and draw the hearts of all together
in a common love for Waterloo. In it shall we Hind the record of
our common hopes, our common joys, our common sorrows — itshall be a common "Cord" of sympathy. "The College Cord" shall
be "a tie that binds."
October 7, 1926
Visiting Day — For many years it has been the custom to set
aside the first Saturday in each month during the school term as
visiting day . . . The first visiting day this year was Saturday, Oc-
tober 2. About 75 visitors were present during the afternoon.
The Ladies' Aid Societies of Sebastopol and St. Jacobs were both
present.
EDITORIAL: THE BILINGUAL PROBLEM March 3, 1927
Waterloo College places great stress on the importance of studying
German especially itor those who are entering the ministry . . . This
is necessary because a large number of our congregation are bilin-
gual . . . Our church has a national duty to perform . . . Our grad-
uates must have a knowledge of German if they are to serve in the
fullest possible capacity.
OPINION
It is necessary to draw to the attention of all students the rules
concerning letters written to the editor. It is our policy to accept
for publication only those letters which are signed legibly and which
contain matter which is pertinent, timely, and in good taste,. This
is in no way an attempt to discourage letters. On the contrary, we
exhort each student to write to us on any subject about which he
may feel strongly, and to make suggestions. The paper will publish
as many as space will allow. Several letters received in the past
weeks were ineligible for publication because one or more of the
above criteria had not been met.
All requests to withhold names from publication will be honour-
ed as long as the editor may retain the name of the author.
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NOTICE TO ALL CORD STAFF
All CORD staff members going to the party - meet in CORDoffice not later than 6:15Friday evening if you need a ride to Breslau.
Second Thoughts On
New Requirements
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
There is a great deal of con-
troversy being created about the
changing requirements for uni-
versity entrance. That great lev-
eler, Grade 13, has been reduced
in size from nine subjects to
seven credits. Along with these
grade 13 changes there will be
a limited number of Grade 12
students admitted to selected
universities across Ontario. Wa-
terloo Lutheran, Guelph Univers-
ity and Lakehead University are
accepting students who have not
taken or have not completed
Grade 13.
There are, of course, certain
stipulations to being accepted at
these universities. Generally
speaking th c students must
achieve high marks on the Col-
lege exams, and maintain a "B"
average in Grades 11 and 12.
Students applying to WLU
must have a minimum of 75 per
cent at the end of Grade 12.
Then these students must go to
summer school and take first
year English and the Grade 13
language equivalent. If a "B"
average is obtained these stud-
ents will be allowed to enter
the first yesr of the general ©r
honours degree courses.
First, the idea sounds fine, but
is it good for the university, as
a whole? Second, is this quick
admittance good for the younger
student?
WUC has built up a good repu-
tation in under-graduate fields.
It is also trying to start a reput-
able school in graduate work.
Are there enough facilities for
this new group of extremely
young students (though admit-
edly small in numbers)? How
can a professor talk down to a
Grade 12 level when any num-
ber of them find it difficult to
talk down to the ordinary un-
dergrads? It is hot that these
younger students would be lack-
ing in intelligence, but that they
would be lacking a more ma-
ture, more comprehensive un-
derstanding of the ways of the
world.
Can these younger students
make the switch from the Grade
12 to the first year university
level? Are they mentally pre-
pared for the change in atmos-
phere, working conditions and
work load? Can they or will
they be able to function as stu-
dents, without someone looking
over their shoulders to see that
they work? They would be on
their own and with such free-
dom as they have never experi-
enced before; it would take a
great deal more than intelli-
gence, i.e. high 1.Q., to pass
their first year of college.
As the years go' by each fresh-
man class seems to be younger.
There is nothing wrong with
this, but how is industry or the
teaching profession, or law, or
medicine going to react to peo-
ple who are graduating from
college at the age of 17 and 18.
What will happen to the Grade
12 student who fails his first
or second year of university and
must work. These people will
not even have Grade 13, which
is the minimum requirement for
most jobs now.
Grade 13 may be archaic, but
university after Grade 12 is
pushing children ahead far too
fast. A more responsible attitude
must be maintained by a provin-
cial Board of Education and the
individual universities! „
LETTERS to EDITOR
HEART TROUBLE
Dear Sir:
Down through the ages man
has fallen victim to all types of
heart trouble e.g., heart attacks,
heartaches, broken hearts, lost
hearts, heartbeats and heart-
burn. Of these, man has had
the most trouble with misplaced
hearts, and heart attacks.
Occuring simultaneously with
the heart attack is the lost or
misplaced heart. While it has
been rationally proved to many
a patient by everything short
of surgery that he is still in full
possession of his heart, never-
theless he longs to return to the
place where he claims he lost
it. The majority of such locali-
ties are characterized by moon-
lit water, soft music, skylines,
etc. However, many who have
completely lost their hearts, or
rather their minds, insist that
small pieces of their organ may'
also be found in such old places
as classrooms, libraries, Chinese
restaurants and police cars.
The heart attack strikes with-
out mercy at all men regardless
of age, nationality, social status
or education. Taking its highest
toll from the young at heart,
it seriousness ranges from the
simple case of puppy love to
the fatal, often incurable, true
love. While still a mystery to
society, a few general observa-
tions have been made: A man
once having had an attack is
subject to repeated relapses
which may occur at the mere
sight of a picture, a wisp of hair
or a well-turned ankle, and pa-
tients, while under an attack
seem to indicate an exhilaration
heretofore never observed.
While a thorough examination
by a competent psychiatrist will
reveal the true extent of an at-
tack, there are visible symp-
toms which the layman can read-
ily watch for. They are: hand-
holding, conversations which con-
tinue endlessy and mean noth-
ing to the casual observer and
frequent daydreaming. Victims
often express a secret desire to
run up to the roof-top to declare
to all that they have been strick-
en.
Society, recognizing that this
world would be a fairly noisy
place to live if they had their
way, has provided a means by
v/hich men may vent this last
distinguishing symptom. This
medication has been called by
many as St. Valentine's Day, a
day on which letters, cards and
candy are sent out by patients,
all containing in various, some-
times unorthodox forms, the
simple message: I LOVE YOU!
Don Shutters
A QUEEN SPEAKS
I have just returned home af-
ter spending four wonderful
days at your winter carnival. It
is most difficult to express in
words, my appreciation to those
who made my participation in
your carnival so enjoyable. Not
only members of the carnival
committee, but the girls with
whom I lived in residence, the
escorts and every student that
I came in contact with, all con-
tributed to the very pleasant
experience that I shall never
forget.
I know my feelings are mutual
with the other contestants who
also received royal treatment.
I would especially like to
thank my roommate, Jenny Dar
rell, and my escort, Dennis
Adair, whose hospitality rmale
me feel very much at ease, and
therefore, a part of Waterloo-
Lutheran.
I hope to return someday, but
for now my thoughts are with
you.
Yours sincerely,
Diane Colbourne
Memorial University
St. John's, Newfoundland
SEMINARIANS BEWARE
As an interested yet native col-
lege undergraduate 1 can't help
but question some of the issues
presented in the recent semin-
ary publication of Per Fidem.
The Editorial and associated
articles dogmatically reveal cer-
tain opinions which generally
tend to convince the reader that
problems and tensions among
seminarians themselves are
causing dissension — and a sub-
causing dissention — and a sub-
ary.
If there is such a great split, it
seems that, through the Per Fi-
dem, we, the college element of
WLU have received only a one-
sided view of the situation.
Attitiudes expressed in the
cartoons and various articles
leave the reader questioning
why indeed these WLS semin-
arians are really in the semin-
ary!
Are these pastors-to-be (?) so
obsessed with the "love-hate"
syndrome that they already be-
gun to despise not only them-
selves, but their "calling" to the
work of the church as well?
Has the seminary itself now
begun to carry out its calling
by hate, and no longer by faith?
Who in fact really are the
hated, and who the haters?
Reverend seminarians Mr.
Boeckner and Mr. Weingartner
have undeniably stated their
highly opinionated views. But
where are the other twenty-five
"lost sheep?"
Perhaps Mr. Boeckner wi>l
give these others their chance
next time??!!.
Sincerely,
"Joanne College"
Ed. Note: The above letter is
appreciated; however, would the
writer and future writers note
that letters for Per Fidem should
be addressed to the Per Fidem
Editor.
THEIR MASTER'S VOICE
Mr. Weingartner in "The
Christian University: An An-
achronism" carefully quoted
LCA educators, set up a straw
man, and demolished it. It is
great what satisfaction can be
derived from proof-texts.
After quoting some Villaume,
Mr. Weingartner piously admo-
nishes that universities must
be open to all views and allow
academic freedom. He was pro-
bably writing that article while
WLU had on campus for Hive
days a notable Communist, rel-
igious leader from behind the
Iron Curtain - obviously becausewe seek only to preserve our
own "biases."
"There is no such thing as a
Christian university", says Mr.
Weingartner. I wonder if h*
has found any such thing as a
"Lutheran" seminary, even a
"Christian" seminary—or where
does he sipend his time?
William .J. Villaume
President
(Continued on page 8)
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A Pedantry S·helf 
· ~ Or 
Whither Is Fled The 
. Lesser Omentum? 
by Bill Casselman 
In my quest for verbal oddments I chanced recently 
upon a delectable collection of medical words. These 
have fascinated me since the day I discovered that fun-
gosity meant "a small, .soft w'art". I have used the word 
often at parties and have found it a stimulant to con-
versation that. no one should pe without. 
.. * * 
Medicine abounds · in exotic verbiage. The only word 
in the English language with three contiguous "o"s be-
longs to the doctors. In sesquipedalian splendour it re-
. }oices in being that fun operation "laparo·hysteroooph-
orectomy". By the time the patient has managed to 
pronounce it, it's over. The lesser omentum could be a 
furry wee · beast of ·the racoon ilk. Actually it is the 
double fold passing from the lesser curvature of the 
stomach to the transverse fissure of the liver. But it's 
all yours. 
* * * 
There is a part of your mortal shell called by the hor· 
rified appellation: "iter a tertio ad quartum ventricu-
lum''. This is also_an old Latin recipe for porridge. 
* * * Each of us possesses an arachnoid foramen. Someone< 
will say, "I use to know a broad in T.O. by that name." 
You may have, although this foramen is an opening in 
the roof of the fourth ventricle. What unknown menace 
lurks in Henke's retrovisceral space? Is Henke there? 
Was he ever? 
Each hippocamp in us has its own fimbria. Would 
you want it any other way? Then we all have Fraenkel's 
Glands. But what about poor Fraenkel? As for Froriep's 
(pronounced Smith) Ganglion, I say give it back to 
Froriep's (pronounced Jones). 
. * .. * 
Cowering silently within us all is Grymfelt's Triangle. 
But there is no mention of his rectangle. Is the triangle 
parellel '? equidistant? arthritic? There exists Haller's 
Ansa. But who asked him in the first place? 
* * *' 
At times we may all have Hesselback's hernia, 
Hery':tlg's benihg Ulcer, · K maul' Co a, Zinn's Zonula, 
Lietaud's sinus, Mflaerd*S ear i"ii 
b~ade, though I should hope not contemporaneously. 
. . * * * 
Vast multitudes. are afflicted with onychophagy. In 
fact there may be a Women's League against it by now. 
This is the medical word, based on two Greek roots, for 
biting the fingernails. Perhaps the most bizarre verb 
of my acquaintance is hepatize. This means to change 
something into a liver. It is .related, you can see, to the 
· word hepatitis; and it has given rise to a novella I am 
writing entitled, "The Unfortunate Hepatization of Ar-
temus Wildon". Naturally this is a horvor story. For to 
be c.hanged .into a liver is a fate worse than acne. 
. " . . * . * * 
Hair in- the armpit is called Hircus. So the next time 
·you have occasion to address an armpit you may begin 
"0 Hircus when ·thy feted ... " 
Take- this sentence: "He palpebrated at her.'' Doesn't 
is sound deliciously obscene? It means: "He winked at 
her." Or: "He's a pygalgia,;• Pygalgia means a pain in 
th.e buttocks. 
' The possibilities are endless, but the article is not. I 
must lay ,,down the quill now, or I may suffer a prolaps-
ed axilla. 
Brubeck Iii. Concert 
by J. D. Thompson 
The Dave Brubeck Quartet 
is unique in jazzdom. No other 
' group has ever experienced .with 
new jazz forms as diversely as 
Brubeck and still achieved both 
pQpular ·and financial success. 
This suc~ess is due in no 1:\rp.aLl 
part to Dave Brubeck himself. 
Recently Playboy Magazine · 
elected him as one of the first 
three jazz musicians to tbe Jazz 
Hall of Fame. Playboy readers 
voted his Quartet the top Jazz 
combo (theY. have done so for 
the past ten year~) and vo.ted 
Brubeck himself a,s the top jazz 
pianist. . . 
The Quartet adequately. lived 
up to Jts reputation in a recent 
c~mcert at . the .. iJni'versity of 
West~rn Ont\lrio Brubeck. dem-
enstrated ;his , abiljty ;ts .P.i.l\lpijt 
. . . .• nd as CQl])poser. throughout the 
-· ev~ning, ~pecially good was an .. 
excerpt from his newly written 
" jazz church service". 
Part of the Quartet's sound is 
their frequent departure flrom 
the traditional 4-4 time to new 
and varied tempos. Their "hit" 
of a few years ago "Take Five'' 
illustrates this well. "'I'ake Five" 
featured sidesman Paul Des-
mond on the alto saxophone. 
Desmond probably the best con-
temporary alto saxophonist in 
. j::1zz, lends a soft, mellow, and 
yet progressive sound. 
Drummer Joe Morello (Play-
boy's top drummer) provided 
the percussive background th~ 
.essential framework upon which 
. the Brubeck sound is built. Bas· 
sist Eugene Wright offlers the 
very ,progressive, the very "way 
out" · element to the combo. 
. This . is the Dave Br!Jbeck 
Quartet, consistently the hottest 
combo on the. ja~z scene. 
. ·' Tfl~. ; CORD WEEKLY 
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mary hofstter brian murphy ron patrick pete sch~~ider 
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m mUSIC 
FOLK 
Once again this year the .pril-
lia District Chamb~r of Com-
merce and other local orgaJ;Iiza-
tions welcomed the Folk Fest.i,val 
back to' Orillia. The Festival .will 
be a weekend event covering 
RASHOMON 
by Gary Karges 
Last week K-W Little Theatre 
presented it's third major pro-
duction of the 1965-66 season. 
The play R;.shomon, a modern 
adaption of Japanese tales by 
. Aku.t!ll{l~A. is this 
years K- "t.turrrrrettrt! @fttrY 
in the Western Onta'rio · Dram;. 
League Festival. 
The play deals with the rape 
of the wife Qf a samurai soldier; 
the death of the samurai and 
the subsequent trial of' a notor-
ious outlaw, responsible for the 
raping. 
Feb. 18 and 19. Well known pro· 
ducer Syd Banks has booked a 
varied array of top North Am-
erican artists. Included in the 
·show will be · particularly Phil 
Ochs, The Chamber Bros., Allan 
Macrae and Oscar Brarid. An 
audience of 3,500 is expected 
Friday evening while Saturday's 
workshop with Oscar Brand will 
. .; 
Ladies Rally-Leighton Ford 
Crusade in TA 
Executive committee. Board of 
Governors. in Board Room 
COTC in .2C3. 2C4 
Basketba1l: WLU at Rochester 
Push 
P&Ci 
· Rallyists Meet 
Anyone interested in register-
. ilr,g for ·a rally school may do so · 
at the Spartan B.i>. gas station 
at Lancaster and Victoria. 
Meetings will be in the . form 
of seminars, and are open to all 
interested rallyists. The course 
will be held at the University 
. • . l 
undoubtedly attract mat1y aspirr 
ing talents. Tickets may be p•n.-
chased separately for each night 
or · in a weekend packag!' deal 
by writing tQ the Orillia Cham· 
ber of Commerce. 
Profits from the Festival will 
be donated to New Simcoe Col· 
lege, a WUC extensiQn schoql to 
be built this year. 
Weaver's Arm·s Coffee House 
132 University Ave. is open, as 
· usual ' both :Friday and' Saturday 
evening this weekend. For in-
formal discussion with plenty of 
atmosphere this is the vlace to 
spend a few pleasant hours . 
Some big names in ~e · Folk 
world will be featured sh.ortly 
to promote interest in this CO-
op function designed to friendly 
mingling of the sttidenl.o fi:om 
both universities. 
Rhythm and Blues: 
(Be in the in-crowd) 
Torilorrow night the 'in,resi-
dence" boys at Willison Hall 
have planned a stomp lifter . the 
Basketball- game. The £t.A. will 
host local blue combo, Yke Shan-
de-Leers from 9:30-12 : 00~ 
. 
In art 
Until February 26, an exhibi-
tion of prints will be at the 
Gaslight Gallery on Qu~n Sl S. 
The showing includes t"'.e erafts 
of such artisans as Jam.<~s Boyd, 
Charlotte Brainerd, Ritil Brian-
sky, Sarah Gersovitz, av,d DaVld 
Silverberg. Mainly fro:.n Mon-
treal and Toronto are.\41, these 
artists will represent :.,(mtemp. 
orary printmaking skill. 
At the request of Dr. ~ndress, 
the Student Faculty A.·~ Show, 
will be extended ta roebruary 
19th in order that mon visitors 
may take advantage of the dis-
play. 
. 
tn Books 
John A. T. Rovinson: ,.,_iturgy 
Coming to Life, Wes~inster 
$1.65. A recent book by ~~e fa·m-
ous Bishop of Woolwicl. in his 
campaign for "a worltlley holi-
ness." ' 
Graduation - What · 
Then? 
· A challenging profession? 
A role in rehabilitation? 
Bill Koski offered an excellent 
portrayal Qf the bandit ' ·wltile 
Jeanne Rogers was equal to the 
difficult task of changing te·m-
perarrient excepting he'I" appear-
ance as the humbl'e wife' in 
court. John Edwards, as ·the 
samurai husband, was ineffect-
ual and, at times, insipid. Terry 
Judd, named best actor at 'last 
, W , Wa~~rlpo, ,Arts II Building. . 
The Canadian Association of 
Occupational Therapists . of-
fers an accelerated course in 
Qcc11pational Therapy to can-
didates of advanced educa-
tiQnal standing. For full in-
formation, -- Enquire: ·· year's W.O.D.L. Festival, fa'iled 
tQ convey the role of a disillus-
. ioned priest. Leo Bums, on the 
other hand acted . magnificently 
as the humble woodcutter. Rob· 
· ert Burns' tendency to overplay 
his part as the cynic was ·aff. 
set by a delightful performance 
by Ruth Anderson, the medium. 
The Saturday performance 
was judged by Mr. Brian Doher· 
to Q.C., the W.O.D.L. Festival 
adjudicator whose task it is' to 
select 5 plays from the Western 
Ontario entries. The winner· of 
a subsequent festival in Niagara 
Falls will go on to appear·· at 
the Dominion Drama Festival, 
held in Victoria B.C. in May. 
Dat~Ji. will. pe .. Friday, February 
18, Registration and Lecture. 
8 to 10 p.m.; Saturday, lectures 
all .day; a!'!jd .$ul}day a.m., - a 
table-top rally, · followed by an . 
afternoon graduation rally, in-
cluding coffee and sandwiches. 
.,Five . dolla,r~ \Vil.l cover the weelj:-
end; for those who have ques-
tions call 7{4-2228. 
; POCKET NOVELS 
3 for 25c 
Buy $1.00 Worth 
Get 3 Pree 
Comics 6 For 2~c 
Trade 2 for 1 
.,BOOK 
.I 
EXCHANGE 
28 Regina N. Waterloo 
. 
Miss Muriel F. Driver, 
O.T.Reg., 
Director, 
School of Occupational 
Therapy, 
· 166 lJniversity Ave., 
Kingston, Ontario. ' {I 
UNITARIAN, 
Panel discussion: , 
"Social Responsibility", 
-
10:30 a.m. 
' Sunday, February 13 
136 Allen St. East . 
. (at Moore Ave.) 
Waterloo 
Waterloo County 
Unitarian Fellowship 
In a brief adjudication for the 
audience Doherty lauded .. the 
superb set designing of Nancy 
Lou Patterson stating that, it 
would do honour to any Braad-
way stage. Further, the lighting 
crew did a commendable job in 
achieving some very complex 
effects. STUDENT'S COUNCIL 
Considerable fault did lie in 
the dialogue as playwrights Fay 
and Michael made a poor effort 
in adapting the . play from ,the 
1951 movie version. . 
However, regardle~s of R~sh­
omon's outcome in the finax' ,ad-
judication, the. K~W Pttht .Thea-
tre did provide a . thopghtful .and 
enjoyable 'evening for the cui- . 
. ture-staryed. in the. T~in cities. 
·Is Now 
Applications 
Accepting 
For SecretaiY, .. 
Apply: Dave Pady • President 
i 
.S. .U'I· ll., .. 
. ,' ! ; 
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Everything Go-Go 
For Gypsy! 
"Everything's Com in g Up 
Roses" George Thompson, di-
rector of P & G's Gypsy, hopes 
for next week: Thurs. Feb. 17, 
Fri. 18 and Sat. 19. 
When interviewed this week 
Mr. Thompson outlined the pro-
gress of the P & G cast as they 
prepare for opening night next 
Thursday, the 18th. 
"Gyps-y is a great show," Mr. 
Thompson said. "It has a very 
strong, realistic story-line which 
could stand by itself without the 
music." 
The book adaptation was writ-
ten by Arthur Laurents, with 
Stephen Sondheim , famous for 
his work in "West Side Story", 
penning the lyrics of Gypsy. Jule 
Styne composed the zesty, tune-
ful music. 
\ 
A sixteen piece orchestra com-
prised of local professional mus-
icians will provide the musical 
background for the vocal and 
dance routines in the show. 
Captain Derek Stannard, direct-
or of London's R.C.R. Band will 
conduct. 
For rehearsing pur)lOses, di-
rector Thompson has divided the 
musical into 50 segments from 
the original 17 scenes. 
"The production is like a jig-
saw puzzle now," he said. "You 
shape the various pieces separ-
ately, and then mesh them all 
together. You can never be sure 
until the lest minute that every-
thing will come together prop-
erly. This is the exciting part 
of a musical, but it's also the 
most nerve-wracking!" / 
The cast has been rehearsing 
diligently on four to five days 
of each week for the past six 
weeks. Many of them, Mr. 
Thompson believes, don't as yet 
know the entire story due to the 
segmented rehearsal procedures. 
But next Sunday is the big day 
for the troupe. Then hopefully 
they will see the pieces of the 
jigsaw fall into place. 
"It's very risky," said Mr. 
Thompson," because you can 
never know the exact results. 
But if the work is done well, 
many of the risks are cut down 
considerably." 
Smiling, Mr. Thompson con-
cluded: "The individual parts 
look swell, and I'm looking for-
ward to seeing what will happen 
Sunday. In any event, I am con-
fident that Gypsy will be a wild, 
funny and unusual night's enter-
tainment!" 
Curtain Time 
8:15 
In J.A. 
Feb. 17, 18, & 19 
Helga Moyer takes off during an exuberant mo-
ment at rehearsal. John Evans, back to camera, 
seems interested in the flight. 
Choreographer Ruth Hodgkinson suggests a last 
minute musical change to pianist Bob Enns during 
rehearsal in the Seminary. George Thompson, 
director and factotum, looks on. 
Ellen Beauchamp, Assistant to the director, makes 
script changes as George Thompson directs Diann 
Dawes and young Cathie Bianey in a scene from 
"Gypsy". In the background Nina Lucki (facing 
away from camera) plays good shepherdess to 
juvenile stars including Timmy King, Stephen 
cast at 
Friday, Febmary ·11, •1966 ' Fr·it 
P & G RE 
PRESENI 
NEXT¥ 
Hanks, Deardra King, Mike Nash and Monty King 
who seems blissfully asleep and unaffected by _the 
hubbub. The youn·gsters are featured in the early 
pl!rt of the show which relates the childhood of 
Gypsy and her sister as they tour in a vaudeville 
act. · 
Backsta 
atively 
and Ch 
Tickets Available In 
Of Arts Building ( 
FEB. 17, 1~ 
THURS. FRI. 
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a t i v e l y  q u i e t  m o m e n t  a s  D i a n n  D a w e s  
a n d  C h e r y l  H i r s c h f i e l d  ( b a c k  t o  c a m -
a b l e  I n  L o w er  ·  Hal l  
i l d i n g  O u t s i d e '  l E I  
7 ,  1 8 ,  &  1  
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S A T .  
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C h e r y l  H i r s c h f i e l d  a n d  J o h n  " B o . i a n . : .  
g l e s "  E v a n s  t r i p  t h e  l i g h t  f a n t a s t i c  a s  
t h e y  r e h e a r s e  " A l l  I  n e e d  N o w  I s  T h e  
G i r l ' ' ,  o n e  o f  t h e  b o u n c i n g  s o n g - a n d -
d a n c e  n u m b e r s  i n  t h e  s h o w .  
e r a )  l i s t e n  t o  B o b  E n n s  p l a y  t h r o u g h  
a  s o n g  .f r o m  G y p s y .  T h e r e ' s  t h a t  
T h o m p s o n  c h a r a c t e r  a g a i n  t o o !  
T h e  
G Y P S Y  
S t o r y  
T h e  m u s i c a l  G y p s y  i s  b a s e d  o n  t h e  a u t o b i o g r a p h y  o f  
G y p s y  R o s e  L e e ,  t h e  f a m o u s  S t r i p - t e a s e  a r t i s L  
I n  t h e  s h o w  w e  a r e  t a k e n  b a c k s t a g e  t o  m e e t  a  w i l d  
e x a m p l e  o f  e n t e r t a i n m e n t ' s  m o s t  a g g r e s s i v e  b r e e d s ,  t h e .  
s t a g e  m o t h e r .  S h e  i s  M o m m a  R o s e ,  a n  e c c e n t r i c ,  o u t ' " ·  
s p o k e n  b l e n d  o f  c h a r m  a n d  r u t h l e s s n e s s ,  o f  w a r m t h  a n d  
h a r d n e s s .  S h e  i s  a  w o m a n  w h o  p u t  h e r  t w o  d a u g h t e r s .  
o n  s t a g e  a s  s o o n  a s  t h e y  c o u l d  w a l k  a n d  k e p t  t h e m  
t h e r e ,  a s  a  c o y  a n d  p i p i n g  c h i l d  a c t ,  u n t i l  b o t h  w e r e  w e l l  
i n t o  t h e i r  t e e n s .  
*  *  *  
T h e  f i r s t  a c t  o f  G y p s y  d e a l s  w i t h  R o s e ' s  o b s e s s i v e  a t -
t e m p t s  t o  m a k e  J u n e ,  h e r  y o u n g e r  d a u g h t e r  ( P a t  
B r o o k s ) ,  a  g r e a t  s t a r  b y  t o u r i n g  i n  a  v a u d e v i l l e  a c t  
:W~ich, t h r o u g h  t h e  y e a r s ,  r e m a i n s  p a t h e t i c a l l y  b u t  h i l -
a r w u s ] y  t h e  s a m e .  
I n  h e r  t r i p s  a c r o s s  t h e  c o n t i n e n t  R o s e  m e e t s  H e r b i e ,  
p l a y e d  b y  D a v i d  W i n t r e ,  a  c a n d y  s a l e s m a n  w h o  b e -
c o m e s  t h e  m a n a g e r  o f  h e r  a c t  a n d  w h o  t r i e s  t o  t r a n s -
f o r m  h e r  f r o m  s t a g e  m o t h e r h o o d  t o  d o m e s t i c ,  m a r i t a l - .  
t y p e  m o t h e r h o o d .  B u t  R o s e  h a s  a  t h i n g  a b o u t  h u s b a n d s ,  
h a v i n g  g o n e  t h r o u g h  t h r e e  a l r e a d y !  
T h e i r  a c t ,  h o w e v e r ,  d o e s  n o t  p r o s p e r  a n d  a s  v a u d e -
v i l l e  i t s e l f  d i e s ,  a n d  o n l y  R o s e ' s  q _ m b i t i o n s  a r e  s t i l l  a l i v e ,  
J u n e  d e p a r t s .  M o t h e r ' s  h o p e s  a r e  s h a t t e r e d  m o m e n t a r - : -
i ] y  w h i l e  L o u i s e ' s  ( t h e  o l d e r  d a u g h t e r  p l a y e d  b y  C h e r y l  
H i r s c h f i e l d )  s o a r  a t  t h e  t h o u g · h t  t h a t  m a y b e  n o w  R o s e  
w i l l  q u i t  s h o w  b i z ,  m a r r y  H e r b i e  a n d  p r o v i d e  a  h o m e .  
B u t  R o s e  i s  m a d e  o f  s t e r n e r  s t u f f .  I f  t h e r e  i s  t o  b e  n o  
J u n e ,  t h e r e  i s  L o u i s e .  A c t  O n e  c l o s e s  a s  M o m m a  R o s e  
t r i e s  t o  c o n v i n c e  t h e  t i m i d  L o u i s e  o f  h e r  p o t e n t i a l ,  b e l t -
i n g  o u t  t h e  s h o w ' s  m o s t  r o u s i n g  n u m b e r  " E v e r y t h i n g ' s  
C o m i n g  U p  R o s e s . "  
*  *  *  
I n  A c t  t w o ,  L o u i s e  ( r e n a m e d  G y p s y  R o s e  L e e )  r i s e s  
t o  f a m e  a s  a n  e l e g a n t  e c d y s i a s t  ( s t r i p p e r ) .  A l o n g  t h e  
t r a i l  t o  s t a r d o m  s h e  e n c o u n t e r s  a n  a m u s i n g  v a r i e t y  o f  
s h o w  b i z  " c h a r a c t e r s " .  N o t  t h e  l e a s t  o f  w h o m  a r e  M a -
z e p p a ,  T e s s i e  T u r a  a n d  E l e c t r a ,  a  f l a m b o y a n t  t r i o  o f '  
· s w e e t i e s  w h o  s i n g  a n  i n d e l i c a t e  b u t  u p r o a r i o u s  o d e  t o  
t h e  G - s t r i n g  c a l l e d  " Y o u  G o t t a  H a v e  A  G i m m i c k . "  
*  *  *  
S o m e  o f  t h e  b o u n c y ,  b e z a z z y  s o n g s  f r o m  t h i s  r o l l i c k -
i n g  p r o d u c t i o n  a r e  " T o g e t h e r , "  " L e t  M e  E n t e r t a i n  Y o u , ' '  
" Y o u ' l l  N e v e r  G e t  A  w a y  F r o m  CM e "  a n d  " S m a l l  W o r l d . ' '  
T h e s e  a n d  o t h e r  s o n g s  a l o n g  w i t h  t h e  c r i s p ,  h i l a . r i o u s  
d i a l o g u e  b l e n d  t o  p r o d u c e  a  h i g h l y  p l e a s i n g  e v e n i n g  o f  
B r o a d w a y  m u s i c  a t  i t s  s u p e r c a l i f r a g i l i s t i c e x p i a l i d o c i o u s  ·  
b e s t !  
P l a n  t o  s e e  G y p s y  n e x t  w e e k .  P i c k  u p  y o u r  t i c k e t s  
n o w  i n  t h e  l o w e r  h a l l w a y  o u t s i d e  l E I .  
H i g h  a b o v e  t h e  s t a g e  o f  t h e  
T h e a t r e - A u d i t o r i u m ,  J o h n  L i g h t ,  
c a m p u s  m o n k  ' a n d  P  &  G  s t a g e  
m a n a g e r ,  p o i n t s  o u t  a  p r o b l e m  
w h i l e  P r o d u c e r  C r a i g  D u n n ' s  
j a w  d r o p s  a s  h e  c o n t e m p l a t e s  
t h e  c o s t  o f  s o l v i n g  i t .  
{  
t  
/ "  
Two years of torture in Seag-
ram's "echo-box" precipitated a
move to the newly constructed
Waterloo Collegiate Institute,
where "My Man Smedley" was
the fare dished up in Novem-
ber of 1960. The writers of the
show attempted to do a take-
off on "Around the World in
Eighty Days". Many in the aud-
ience that night would have pre-
ferred the original. Nevertheless
"Smedley" was not without its
high moments.
Some alumni nostalgically re-
membered the extremely shape-
ly Joan Reesor starring as the
extremely corpulent Madame
Fifi. And Mike Whitehead's own
specially created bit parts ac-
tually stole the show.
At the end of the academic
year following "My Man Smed-
ley" an astute observer (Dean
Schaus) noted with dismay that
P & G stars have an affinity
for mediocre marks. With this
fact -before them the planners
of P & G of 1961-62 resolved to
abandon starring roles and stage
a revue which contained among
other things, some of the best
satire and the most abominable
Mexican Hat Dancing seen any-
where in the world.
"The Boarder Incident" in
1962-63 led off what all students
hoped would be a long reign in
P & G's permanent home, the
Theatre-Auditorium.
In 1963-64 the Revue returned
successfully to Broadway musi-
cals presenting a rollicking ver-
sion of "L'il Abner" with Paul-
ine Thompson and Brian Russel.
Then in 1964-65 perhaps P &
G's greatest moment came when
Director George Thompson and
producer Paul Schult together
with a tremendously energetic
and talented cast presented
"Guys and Dolls", Diann Dawes,
David Wintre, John Evans and
the others sconed a theatrical
K.O. with this musical version
of one of Damon Runyon's short
stories.
So here we are with one week
to go—soon another page in your
P & G's history will be written.
Be there! And in the words of
Harry Golden, "Enjoy! Enjoy!"
drawing attention to his (or
her) homosexuality usually con-
stitutes a conscious or uncon-
scious distress signal, and
should normally result in refer-
ral to the psychiatrist for evalu-
ation.
Public behavior is distinct
from the accidental detection of
discreet practice; and both sit-
uations are to be distinguished
from the individual who is ap-
proached by a plainclothes
policeman and trapped into im-
plying a desire for some sort of
liaison. The basis for adminis-
trative action will be different
in each case since it is essential
that each case be considered in
its own context.
Sexual deviations call for
similar considerations. However,
the most common deviations,
(exhibitionism, voyeurism) are
likely to evoke the greatest ad-
ministrative concern, involving
as they do the envoluntary
participation of other persons.
EXIT REQUIREMENTS
Last week Waterloo Lutheran
released the information that,
after September 1966, only six-
teen courses will be required to
graduate, instead of the original
seventeen. The decision to alter
the requirements came after an
investigation by the College,
which revealed that most of
Canada's universities require
only fifteen courses to graduate.
A few require sixteen at present,
and only two of the institutions
surveyed demanded that the
student take seventeen. These
were the University of Windsor
and Waterloo Lutheran. The
stated reasoning behind the
change was simply to keep the
College competitive with other
institutions.
It is obvious that these changes
will have certain effects on the
value of the degrees held by
present alumni. On the face of
it all, it would seem that more
people should be capable of ob-
taining a Bachelor of Arts de-
gree. As in economics, when the
supply increases the price tends
to fall. Similarly it should be
expected that the value of those
degrees already bestowed would
decrease, relative to their abil-
ity to earn jobs. Admittedly,
WLU has made some effort to
intensify her program by intro-
ducing the stipulation that the
major subject must be changed
immediately if the student fails
to attain sixty percent. It has
also been indicated that it will
soon be necessary to attain at
least a "C" in order to pass
from year to year. But despite
such measures we were told
that it is most probable that
within one or two decades our
B.A. degree will be about equiv-
alent to the present Senior Ma-
triculation in its ability to gain
employment. This was attributed
to the fact that an ever increas-
ing number of companies are de-
manding college graduates, and
getting them.
Now it seems to us that this
is the essence of the whole mat-
ter. Why are Canadian Universi-
ties emphasizing the almost in-
evitable trend toward a degree
of decreasing relative value? Is
it perhaps for economic reasons,
in terms of increased income
in the form of larger numbers
of tuition-paying students? We
cannot single out WLU for want-
ing to become more competitive,
and in view of planned limited
enrolment here it would seem
that the economic reasons do
not apply. But the fact remains
that if standards are to be rais-
ed, and maintained at a rea-
sonably high level, it will have
to be on the initiative of some
individual university, somewhere
in Canada. There is no time to
lose if we are to protect our
degrees. Let's start our house-
cleaning right here at home by
taking steps which will restab-
lish or maintain the prestige
value of a Bachelor of Arts de-
gree. If we do not, any of us
wishing to change employment
in fifteen or twenty years will
find that almost anyone in our
children's generation will be
competing for the same job, very
effectively indeed.
photo by Vair
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Students! Save 10% at
WALTERS CREDIT JEWELLERS
Surprise Her With A Diamond For Valentine's
Day — $1.00 Will Hold Your Purchase.
\l/ CREDIT JEWELLERS LTD.
151 King Street West Phone 744-4444
10% Discount To All W.L.U.
Students Showing W.L.U. Identification Card
Stores in Guelph, Brantford, Gait, St Catharines
HAVE YOU GOT
v.»r p* G TICKET
*
ZEHRS
MARKETS - LTD.
WHERE SHOPPING IS A PLEASURE
Kitchener - Waterloo -- Guelph
Famous For Chinese and Canadian Food
For Reservations Call
742-4488 -- 742-4489
Coin Laundry
193 Albert Street
"Downstairs"
For A Fine Selection Of
"Sports Cars"
. and
COMPACTS
at reasonable prices
visit or call
Houlding Motor Car
Jaguar-Triumph
Dealer
1082 Victoria St. N.
(at Frederick)
Kitchener
Phone 744-0882
Interested in a career in Business?
Here's why you may belong
in Marketing Management:
Of all the Jobs available in Business, none offers as wide
a range of responsibility as Marketing Management.
For this reason, only the best men achieve success in ft.
For this reason, the rewards of that success are
substantial.
A manufactured product moves from the factory to the
home, and theman whomakes ithappen isThe Marketer.
His is the challenge to translate an idea into a profit.
His is the challengeto organize thetalentsandknowledge
of a score of professional specialists, to make certain
the products he markets are well produced and imag-
Inath/ely packaged, Intelligently priced and
distributed, attractively displayed and persuasively
advertised.
Given theright intellectual equipment.most ofthe know*»
edgethat'the Marketer needs can be taught: the applica-
tion of Sales Analysis, Market Research, Financial
Controls. But it isthe intangibles—thedrive, thebusiness
imagination, the leadership skills, the uncommon sense
—that separate the Managers from the Managed.
If you feel that you have the potential to accept this
unique management challenge, you may belong m
Marketing.
Interested in a career in Marketing Management?
Here'swhyyou
should talk Brand Management
with Lever Brothers:
The Lever Brothers Brand Manager Is Marketing Man-
agement in its most definitive form. Skill and judgment
such as his have helpedmake the Lever Brothers parent
company, Unilever Limited, the sixth largest corporation
in the world.
He deals every day in the most dynamic, highly compet-
itive sales environment in the country: The marketing
of low-priced, high-turnover packaged goods. Laundry
products, household cleaners, floor waxes. Toilet soaps,
dentifrices, cosmetics. Food.
He interprets product and market research, studies
competitive brand developments, reacts with decision
to overnight changes in themarketing climate. He draws
on the expertise of a dozen corporate departments, in-
volving such specialists as chemists, engineers, package
designers, television producers, sales managers. He co-
ordinates thecreative outputof four of Canada's leading
advertising agencies. And withal, he maintains realistic
profit objectives for the two or three brands for whlcte
he has responsibility.
He matches his skills and judgment inadroit and sophis-
ticated competition for the hardest-won consumer dollar
there is, performing the most demanding,most rewaroN
ing business job there is.
Could you make it in that company? Then arrange wltn
the Student Placement Office for an interview with Lever
Brothers.
Htfday. IFeHamagy H. 1866 THE COM) WEEKLY 9
r LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED ]
I TORONTO, ONTARIO J
February 18th
Student Placement Office
Hawks Bombard York - Struggle To 3 - 3 Tie
by Jim choan
Last Thursday evening at the
North York Memorial Arena,
the WLU Golden Hawks bom-
barded the Glendon-York goalie
Don Hause with 57 shots and
made a bewildered exit with a
3 - 3 tie. The Hawks did not playpoorly by any means, — any
club that gets away 57 shots in
a game need not mourn a tie
because of poor play. York was
up for this one, behind the ex-
cellent sometimes infallible goal-
tending of Hause, the whole
club put on a concentrated drive
for three full periods, both of-
fensively and defensively.
The Hawks strengthened their
play in the later part of the
game and had full regulation
time been played they quite
likely would have edged out a
win. The first period had no
scoring, but the Hawks domin-
ated the play throughout out-
shooting them 24-2, a good in-
dication of the whereabouts of
the action. The Hawks left the
ice somewhat dumbfounded at
their misfortune to score and
this reflected their play in the
first part of the second period
when Glendon-York rammed
home all three of their goals.
Finally realizing their fate the
Hawks shook off their slump
and finished the period by re-
gistering two goals. The first
goal came on a slapshot by Cap-
tain Larry Banks with assists
going to Don Amos and Peanuts
'OFlaherty. O'Flaherty potted
the second goal on a picture
play on passes from Mcintosh
and Al Hagerman. This led the
Hawks a little more reposed
into the dressing room in pre-
paration for the third frame.
Checking was close in the
third period making the play
appear slow and disorganized,
but nevertheless several good
scoring opportunities were miss-
ed by both clubs, especially the
Hawks. Dave Tucker scored the
final Hawk goal relieving much
of the Hawk anxiety; Amos and
O'Flaherty assisted. The Hawks
were always on • the offensiveand were robbed several times
on key chances by the hot York
goaltender in the final period.
Once again the officiating
left a little to be desired; bad
Windsor of York or Osproode of even
Laurentian, the Hockey Hawks play-
eyesight resulting in bad calk
seemed to be the onus of the
problem. Sixteen minors were
handed out. 7 to the Hawks and
9 to Glendon-York. That's T.O.
for you.
* * *
The tie dealt a serious blow
to the Hawks' hopes of dethron-
ing the Laurentian Voyageurs
who currently hold down Ist
place with an unblemished re-
cord thus far this season. In
order to win the league champ-
ionship, 3 factors are necessary.
The Hawks must defeat all
other teams in the league, beat
Laurentian on the return match
here Feb. 24, and outscore Laur-
entian on goals for and against.
The latter two are still quite
possible but the former was
ruined with the 3-3 tie against
Glendon York. At present the
only foreseeable chance of the
championship coming to WLU
would be the defeat of Lauren-
tian by the Hawks and also by
one of the other two remaining
games, with York and Windsor
respectively. This is improbable
but encouraging to hope for. A
win against Laurentian when
they come down in two weeks
time might not bring the On-
tario Intercollegiate Athletic As-
soc, title to the Golden Hawks
but it would mark the first
time they have beaten (she Voy-
ageurs and also it would be
Laurentian's first league loss in
two seasons, a championhip in
itself.
them all. Opposing- forwards attempt
to get the puck into our end and they
sometimes succeed. Windsor lost 7-1.
photo by Jackson
Dave Tucker scrambles for the puck and gets
squeezed out by two Windsor players.
photo by Jackson
Hockey, B-ball On Campus
Both hockey and basketball teams from Waterloo Lutheran Uni-
versity saw plenty of action last week and will be involved in both
league and exhibition games this week.
Basketball Results
Feb. 1 — WLU 86 York 47
Feb. 5 — WLU 104 York 41
Hockey Results
Jan. 31 — WLU 10 Osgoode 2
Feb. 3 — WLU 3 York 3
This Week's Games
Hockey
Thurs. Feb. 10 - 8:00 p.m. - Osgoode at WLU (Kitchener Audit-orium).
Basketball
Wed. Feb. 9 - 8:00 p.m. Uof Waterloo at WLU (exhibition)
Fri. Feb. 11 - 8:00 p.m. - WLU at McMaster (exhibition)Sat. Feb. 12 - 8:00 p.m. - Laurentian at WLU (league)
The basketball Hawks will have their hands full in two exhibition
games as they step out of their league to play McMaster and the
Warriors from up the road on Wednesday and Friday nights.
The Hawks played both teams earlier in the season, and in both
cases led at half time but faded towards the final buzzer to lose
two close decisions.
At the end of the week the Hawks host Laurentian Voyageurs>
and hope to extend their league win streak by one more.
CUS Poll On Vietnam Proposed
Ottawa (CUP) — The Cana-
dian Union of Students has sug-
gested that councils undertake
surveys of students opinion on
the war in Vietnam, as McGill's
council did recently.
In a letter from CUS internat-
ional affairs secretary Paul La-
douceur, a number of suggested
questions for the poll are given,
including four on Canada's role
in the war.
Ladouceur was critical of the
McGill survey because it only
asked opinions of approval or
disapproval of American act-
ions. "It could have been taken
at Harvard," he commented.
CUS suggests the following
questions be put to a sample of
Canada's student:
* Are you familiar with Cart-
nadian policy on Vietnam?
* Are you in favour of Can.
adian policy in Vietnam?
* To what degree do you feel
Canadian policy is influenced
by American policy on Viet-
nam?
* How well do you feel Can-
ada has carried out her respons-
ibility as a member of the Inter-
national Control Commission?
Don Amos, WUC speedy for-
ward, rushes in on an opposing
goal tender and is about to fire
one of his goal scoring shots.
photo by Jackson
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1 Coach House j
TRAIL'S END HOTEL
(CONESTOGO) LTD.
DELICIOUS HOME COOKED FOOD
at STUDENT PRICES
* Licenced Under L.C.8.0.
2722 King St. East — Kitchener
Your Family Shopping Centre
Food Products - Clothing & Footwear - HardwareStationary & School Supplies - Records & Camera SuppliesA Large Snack Bar
Open Every Evening Until 10 p.m.
DODGE MONACO '66
FOR A LOT MORE LUXURY AND
LIVELINESS FOR YOUR MONEY
WENDELL MOTORS LTD.
861 King Et. East, Kitchener 742-3514
Deal with confidence with dependable Wendell
Fotinos BARBER SHOPS
and MEN'S HAIR STYLING
WATERLOO SQUARE MALL 576-4800
12 Chairs - - - - No WaitingSHOESHINE and MANICURE— Toronto Locations —Yorkdale Shopping Centre Store 97 - - - 789-3876Fiemingdon Park Shopping Centre ... 429-1137
19 KING ST. N. — WATERLOOC.U.S. DISCOUNT
WATERLOO SQUARE
) JESSOP'S clelnePs X
M | KITCHENER/WATERLOO LIMITED %
Kitchener Ontario & Duke Sts.
--.•-•■■-. ■ | tt-MftSSffgy
photo by Patzalek
Doesn't Ban Take The
Worry Out Of Being Close
Dalhousie To Kill WUS
Halifax (CUP) — Dalhousie
University will drop its connec-
tion with World University Ser-
vice of Canada (WUSC), accord-
ing to a recommendation by its
WUSC chairman and its council
president.
Jane Massy, campus chairman
has .charged that the policy of
the national body is faulty, even
though its aims are worth/while.
The local committee's request
to be able to earmark funds for
specific WUSC projects was
flatly rejected without stating
valid reasons, she added.
Miss AAassey claimed WUSC
is not performing any useful
function on the campus, because
funds are used at the discretion
of the national office without
communication to the students
who donate them.
The Canadian Union of Stu-
dents is currently investigating
the operation of the national
WUSC body, but has not yet ar-
rived at a public recommenda-
tion about support or non-sup-
port of its program.
Quebec Blazes Trial
Quebec (CUP)—Quebec Edu-
cation Minister Paul Germ
Lajoie has announced the major
priorities for the next few years
in' Quebec's educational system.
Speaking in the throne speech
debate in the Quebec legislature
on Feb. 3 the minister foresaw:
* Free education to age 17 or
18 will be made compulsory
soon.
* A new university will be
founded, based in Montreal with
colleges in other towns across
Quebec.
* A third school system of
non confessional schools will be
set up.
* A student aid will be great-
ly increased as a step towards
complete free education.
Ice Fishing At Auditorium
Library Holds
Campi News
Each week the Cord office re-
ceives over twenty newspapers
and publications from other
campuses across Canada. The
Circulation Department of the
CORD has arranged for these
papers to be placed in the Lib-
rary.
Anyone wishing to catch up
with events at other institutions
across Canada can do so in
these newspapers. They are loc-
ated on the second floor of the
Library, right by the "A" stack
of periodical publications, to the
right of the stairway. If anyone
is interested please return the
papers to the shelf after reading
them. If no interest is shown in
these papers they will be re-
moved.
Hawks Roll York 86 -47
8-0 Season Record Intact
On Feb. the first the Hawks
rolled over Glendon-York by a
score of 86-47 as Doyle, Wilkie,
and Gillespie all scored 15
points. Ansley getting a
"BREAK" from the bench drop-
ped in 10 quick points. Again on
the sth of February the Glen-
don-York Club invaded the Hawk
gym. The game was pitiful —there are no other words to desr
scribe it. The outcome was in-
evitable as the Hawks crushed
them 104-41 without much ef-
fort. At present we stand atop
the Intercollegiate League (8-0)
and overall we are 11-4 this sea-
son. In Saturday's game the 12
Hawks all scored. Leading the
pack was Bill Doyle (20) and he
was followed by Wilkie (16),
Gillespie (13), and Misikowetz
(12). Everyone contributed to
the easy victory but what the
Hawks really need is some com-
petition!
STING ME IF I'M WRONG!!
How can we meet a tough
team with great enthusiasm if
we hardly exert ourselves play-
ing in this mediocre league.
Rumour spreading — WUC into
OQAA and Guelph out — MAY-
BE — JUST A RUMOUR MAY-BE NOT!!
College Aid
Takes Tumble
Washington (CUP - CPS) —Education programs are among
the Great Society plans likely to
feel the pinch of the Vietnam
war effort, sources at the U.S.
Office of Education indicate.
Major increases had been
sought for the $2.6 billion pro-
gram for higher education, but
these will very likely be post-
poned.
It had also been hoped that
the funds for the $1.3 billion
elementary and secondary school
aid law would be more than
doubled for the next fiscal year.
These plans were made, how-
ever, before the Johnson ad-
ministration revealed it would
ask for additional $12 to $13
billion to finance the expanding
war in Vietnam.
The Office of Education holds
only a slim hope that President
Johnson will push for a signifi-
cant increase in the school aid
program, which is aimed at bol-
stering the education of young-
sters in low income families.
Aaaaaaaaaaah! Bill Gillespie (No. 20) surges up-
wards to give a helping hand to Peter Mizikowetz
for two more winning points. These winning points
have kept the Hawks on a victory streak; they have
nojt lost any game (league or exhibition) since
since Jan. 9.
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Morrow Confectionery I
103 University Aye. W.• .
rost Urnce
Groceries -- SundriesPhone 742-2016
George Kadwell
Records and Hi-Fi
Discount Prices
SH 4-3712 - Waterloo Square
DIKKLIY IAVtKN
SMORGASBORD
-1405 King E. - Kitchener
Noon $1.70
Evening $2.75
Weekend $2.00
After The Show $1.25
Licenced Under L.C.8.0.
j I
Graduation Pictures
and
Portrait and Passport
611 King St. E.
Kitchener 743-8749
HERTZ CAR RENTALS
.73 Frederick St
Kitchener Ontit n r, U t.
'
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Looks Human -- Acts Almost HumanH,im U? rl/ 5? Thf A"dHe Will Perform A Wide Variety Of Indispen-
sabJe Duties All Day Long.
Let S.I.S. Handle Your Touchy
Parking and Door-Checking Jobs
RENT -A ■ FUZZ - - TODAY!!Ilfcl* ■ « ■ Wfcfc I W»rr« ■• •
February 9
Hawks — 65
I
Warriors — 56 :■:•§||
Top Scorer -- Misikowetz - 29 Points
Army's Supertest
Service
Licensed Mechanic
136 King St. N., Waterloo
SH 2-4251 Jerry A^mitage
Travel
Universal Travel
opposite Kitchener City Hall
SH 3-2675
L__
B&L IGA
MARKET
Turkey Leg's or
Breasts 59c lb.
Morton's Frozen Dinners
(Beef - Chicken -
Turkey) 11 oz pack 49c
Top Valu - Twin PackCheese slices - plain
16 oz. pack 67c
(50 extra Gold Bond Stamps
with coupon)
FREE DELIVERY
Orders 55.00 and over
Corner King and University
Canadian Campuses
Half McGill Students Favor
American Viet Policy
Montreal (CUP)—Half of the
students at McGill University
support American policy in Viet-
nam.
A poll conducted by the Sur-
vey Committee of McGill's Ex-
ternal Affairs Department show-
ed 50 per cent in favour, 38 per-
cent opposed and 12 per cent un-
decided.
The poll, taken before the end
of the "peace offensive", show-
ed that most students were mod-
erate in their opinions. Even
among those opposing American
policy, 57 per cent thought the
peace effort was sincere.
Most opposed American policy
because it was ineffective, many
citing moral grounds as an ad-
ditional reason.
Only 17 percent strongly op-
posed the U.S. policy, and only
14 per cent of those polled were
willing to demonstrate against
the war.
Most of the 12 per cent who'
were undecided said they had
not been sufficiently informed.
Alberta Gives $235 Per Student
Grant Raise
Edmonton (CUP)—The Alberta
government's $235 increase in
the per student grant to uni-
versities may prevent a fee raise
next fall.
The raise, announced Jan. 26,
would bring the per student
grant from $1,365 to $1,600, cost-
ing the government nearly $22
million in total.
A fee increase in Alberta had
been widely rumored for next
fall.
Premier Manning said funds
for the increased operating grant
would come from the province's
general reserve fund.
He pointed out that student
fees now would pay only 16 per
cent of operating expenses, and
said he foresees no reduction in
fee levels.
Ontario CUS Hits Federal
Bursary Plan
Toronto—(CUP)—The Ontario
region of the Canadian Union of
Students (ORCUS) has called on
the federal government to turn
over to the provinces funds now
earmarked for federal "Scholar-
ship-bursaries".
At a meeting Jan. 29 student
representatives from 17 univer-
sities condemned the "misplaced
emphasis" of the federal plan,
which will cost $40 million a
year.
The "program, announced dur-
ing past months by Prime Min-
ister Pearson, would provide
grants of up to $1,000 a year
for needy students.
The ORCUS statement said
that bursaries could be of value
but should not be based on a
means test which investigated
parent's incomes.
The student group called on
the Ontario government to use
such funds for a student aid
program aimed at reduction and
eventual abolition of tuition fees.
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BARRON'S
MEN'S WEAR LTD.
34 King St. South Waterloo
YOUR QUALITY
MEN'S SHOP
10% Student Discount
Ali Baba
Steak House Ltd.
The Arabian
Atmosphere W^sw
Open [1/
Mon. . Sat. H//
Till 3 a.m. \VI/, a\
Sunday 12 - 9 /\JL
Luncheon j Jf|||f\
Special »\ |11\
The Home Of )
Char-Broiled Steaks —
"The Absolute Finest"
$1.69
"The Steak House That
Caters To Students"
Now . . .
Two Locations ! !
Wellington Hotel - Guelpli
124-130 King St. S.
Waterloo
m Bridal PENTHOUSE
760 King St. Bast at Stirling, Kitchener Phone 744-4642
Open Evenings Till 9 p.m. — Saturdays Till 6 p.m.
first on the spring scene...
**NfB??3HBBi stunning new.
'y'/- I; / y IhHHI 117' 11*Wedding
m3@tiM ill rPiQninn^
* Clolllvlllo
All \ L IP The Bridal Penthouse
fMm^kJ^i:.. fin Here's the exciting fashion news/ -v. W you've been waiting for .. . the
/ arrival of our exclusive bridal-/Mi 1 Party gowns for spring and sum-ifjl i mer- They're just unpacked . . .§/ii H as dazzling an array as we've ever
/ "If f 'fB B '*- w Come in soon ... let one of ourJ §l \ \ ill H %' ye bridal counsellors help you/ §1 } \ lii - I your special day. We have'HI t W \WA I '''■■ *«\ just the gown for every member of
1 \ftsWsfe'QplM, 10% Discount To All Students
W Showing WLU Identification
Alterations Free... Buy On Budget Terms
Open Evenings Till 9 - Saturday Till 6
MARRIED COUPLES CLUB
Ladies Card Party!
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 16th
If you are interested In coming — phone
Diana Burjaw at 576-1171 on or before
Tuesday, February 15.
